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Anticipated acquisition by Greene King plc of 
Spirit Pub Company plc 

Introduction  

1. Greene King plc (Greene King) has agreed to acquire Spirit Pub Company 
plc (Spirit) (the Merger). Greene King and Spirit are together referred to as 
the Parties. 

2. On 11 May 2015, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) decided 
under section 33(1) of the Enterprise Act 2002 (the Act) that it is or may be 
the case that the Merger consists of arrangements that are in progress or in 
contemplation which, if carried into effect, will result in the creation of a 
relevant merger situation, and that this may be expected to result in a 
substantial lessening of competition (SLC) within a market or markets in the 
United Kingdom (the SLC Decision). 

3. On 11 May 2015, the CMA gave notice pursuant to section 34ZA(1)(b) of the 
Act to the Parties of the SLC Decision. However, in order to allow the Parties 
the opportunity to offer undertakings to the CMA for the purposes of section 
73(2) of the Act, the CMA did not refer the Merger for a phase 2 investigation 
pursuant to section 33(3)(b) on the date of the SLC Decision. 

4. Pursuant to section 73A(1) of the Act, if a party wishes to offer undertakings 
for the purposes of section 73(2) of the Act, it must do so within the five 
working day period specified in section 73A(1)(a) of the Act. The SLC 
Decision stated that if no undertakings for the purposes of section 73(2) of the 
Act were offered to the CMA by the end of this period, ie by 18 May 2015, or 
the Parties indicated before this deadline that they did not wish to offer such 
undertakings, then the CMA would refer the Merger for a phase 2 
investigation pursuant to sections 33(1) and 34ZA(2) of the Act. 

5. On 18 May 2015, Greene King offered undertakings to the CMA for the 
purposes of section 73(2) of the Act. As required under section 73A(1) of the 
Act, Greene King made this offer within five working days beginning the 
working day after the CMA notified it of the SLC decision under section 
34ZA(1)(b) of the Act. The CMA now gives notice, pursuant to section 
73A(2)(b) of the Act, to Greene King that it considers that there are 
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reasonable grounds for believing that the undertakings offered, or a modified 
version of them, might be accepted by the CMA under section 73(2) of the Act 
and that it is considering the offer. 

The undertakings offered 

6. Under section 73(2) of the Act, the CMA may, instead of making a reference 
for a phase 2 investigation, and for the purpose of remedying, mitigating or 
preventing the SLC concerned or any adverse effect which has or may have 
resulted from it or may be expected to result from it, accept from such of the 
parties concerned as it considers appropriate undertakings to take such action 
as it considers appropriate.  

7. The Parties predominantly overlap in the operation of pubs in the UK. Pubs 
form part of the on-trade sector, which is comprised of premises which have a 
licence to serve alcoholic drinks for consumption on the premises.1 In the 
present case, the CMA found a realistic prospect of an SLC in relation to the 
overlaps between the Parties’ pubs in 16 local areas. 

8. Greene King has offered divestments of 16 pubs (listed in Annex 1) in these 
areas in order to address the competition concerns identified in the SLC 
Decision. These pubs will be divested as properties, together with the relevant 
pub name and, in the case of managed pubs, the transfer of pub-level Greene 
King/Spirit staff. In cases where a tenanted or leased pub is divested, the 
existing tenancy or lease agreement will be assigned to the buyer. 

Identification of the pubs to be divested 

9. The CMA considers that the starting point in considering remedies is to seek 
an outcome that restores competition to the level that would have prevailed 
absent the merger.2 Typically, structural undertakings involve the sale of one 
of the overlapping businesses. However, it is open to the parties to persuade 
the CMA that a proposed remedy that does not directly restore competition to 
pre-merger levels nevertheless clearly and comprehensively removes the 
SLC identified.3 

10. The SLC Decision found that the Merger gives rise to a realistic prospect of 
an SLC in 16 local areas on the basis of catchment areas defined by  

 
 
1 CAMRA super-complaint – Office of Fair Trading Final Decision, October 2010. 
2 Mergers: Exceptions to the duty to refer and undertakings in lieu of reference guidance (OFT1122), December 
2010, paragraph 5.11. The Mergers: Exceptions to the duty to refer and undertakings in lieu of reference 
guidance was adopted by the CMA (see Mergers: Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure (CMA2), 
January 2014, Annex D). See also Co-operative Group (CWS) Limited v OFT (2007) CAT 24, paragraphs  
149-151. 
3 Mergers: Exceptions to the duty to refer and undertakings in lieu of reference guidance, paragraph 5.11. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-exceptions-to-the-duty-to-refer-and-undertakings-in-lieu
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-guidance-on-the-cmas-jurisdiction-and-procedure
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-exceptions-to-the-duty-to-refer-and-undertakings-in-lieu
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drive-time isochrones. In its assessment, in order to assess potential local 
competition concerns, the CMA centred catchment areas on each of the 
Greene King and Spirit pubs which overlapped. In relation to each of the 16 
catchment areas in which the SLC Decision identified competition concerns, 
Greene King has offered to divest either the increment caused by the Merger 
or the individual pub on which that particular catchment area was centred 
(referred to as the ‘centroid’ pub). 

11. In relation to divestment of the increment, the CMA considers that this 
restores competition to the level that would have prevailed absent the Merger 
and therefore comprehensively remedies the SLC identified in the SLC 
Decision in the relevant local area. 

12. In relation to divestment of the centroid pub, this does not in all areas restore 
the pre-merger situation since it does not necessarily represent divestment of 
the entire increment in the local area. However, the Parties submitted that the 
CMA should take account of the need for a proportionate remedy in a sector 
where the Parties have large numbers of pubs in several local areas.  

13. The CMA notes that, in Travis Perkins/BSS Group,4 divestment of the centroid 
was accepted by the Office of Fair Trading (OFT).5 In that case, the analysis 
of competition was centred on the target stores, and each of the stores was 
subject to its own independent analysis. The OFT found that to the extent that 
there were other target stores within an area around a target store that gave 
rise to concerns, these did not necessarily need to be divested since they had 
been the subject of their own individual analysis. 

14. In this case, the CMA centred its assessment of local competition on every 
pub which overlapped. This approach therefore can be expected to 
comprehensively assess the level of competition faced by any particular 
centroid pub. The CMA therefore considers it is appropriate to apply the same 
approach in this case as in Travis Perkins/BSS Group. 

15. In addition, the CMA notes that in previous cases involving the pubs sector 
the OFT has accepted divestments falling short of the entire increment as 
sufficient to address local competition concerns.6 Specifically, the OFT 
accepted structural divestments which reduced the combined market shares 
of the parties down to a certain level which did not necessarily represent the 
increment. 

 
 
4 ME/4609/10 Anticipated acquisition by Travis Perkins Plc of the BSS Group Plc, October 2010, paragraph 236. 
5 One of the CMA’s predecessors. 
6 See for example, Punch Taverns Plc / Spirit Group Holdings Ltd (2006); Punch Taverns Plc / Avebury Holdings 
Ltd (2005); Greene King Plc / Laurel Pub Holdings Limited (2004). 
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The CMA’s provisional views 

16. The proposed structural divestments are intended to remove the overlaps that 
resulted in the SLC finding in each of the 16 local areas. Following completion 
of the divestments, the disposed pubs will trade under new ownership. For the 
reasons set out above (paragraphs 11 to 15), and in the circumstances of this 
case, the CMA considers that either the divestment of the increment caused 
by the Merger or the divestment of the pub by reference to which the CMA 
found an SLC in its catchment area (the centroid pub) is capable of achieving 
as comprehensive a solution as is reasonable and practicable to the SLC 
identified. 

17. The CMA therefore considers that, if the undertaking offered, or a modified 
version of it, is accepted by the CMA it would represent a clear-cut and 
effective remedy.  

Upfront buyer 

18. The CMA will only accept undertakings that are capable of ready 
implementation.7 The CMA’s guidance states that ‘the CMA will normally seek 
an upfront buyer where the divestiture package is not an existing standalone 
business’.8 In the present case, the CMA considers that the individual pubs to 
be divested constitute standalone businesses, capable of being run as such 
by a purchaser. 

19. The CMA has carefully assessed whether an upfront buyer provision would be 
appropriate in the present case. The CMA has been provided with evidence of 
a number of potentially suitable purchasers who have expressed an interest in 
purchasing the Parties’ pubs. The CMA also notes that there are many pub 
divestments annually in the UK and is aware of examples of pub divestments 
similar in number to that proposed by Greene King. 

20. The CMA has also placed reliance on evidence, including financial 
information, regarding the saleability of the individual pubs to be divested and 
has received submissions in this regard from an expert in the sale of 
consumer and leisure businesses. 

21. For these reasons, the CMA considers that if it were to accept an undertaking, 
it does not need to include an upfront buyer provision. 

 
 
7 Mergers: Exceptions to the duty to refer and undertakings in lieu of reference guidance, paragraph 5.7. 
8 Mergers: Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure, paragraph 8.34. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-exceptions-to-the-duty-to-refer-and-undertakings-in-lieu
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-guidance-on-the-cmas-jurisdiction-and-procedure
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Consultation process 

22. Full details of the undertakings offered will be published in due course when 
the CMA consults on the undertakings offered as required by Schedule 10 to 
the Act. 

Decision 

23. For the reasons set out above, the CMA considers that there are reasonable 
grounds for believing that the undertakings offered by Greene King, or a 
modified version of them, might be accepted by the CMA under section 73(2) 
of the Act. The CMA now has until 21 July 2015 pursuant to section 73A(3) of 
the Act to decide whether to accept the undertaking, with the possibility to 
extend this timeframe pursuant to section 73A(4) of the Act if it considers 
there are special reasons for doing so. If no undertaking is accepted, then the 
CMA will refer the Merger pursuant to sections 33(1) and 34ZA(2) of the Act.  

 

Sheldon Mills 
Senior Director, Mergers 
Competition and Markets Authority 
26 May 2015 
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Annex 1: The pubs to be divested 

Table 1: List of pubs to be divested 

Pub name Postcode Owner 

Brewery Tap OX145BZ Greene King 
Fox Inn OX15DR Spirit 
Fish OX144NQ Greene King 
Ladygrove OX117SZ Greene King 
Packhorse OX136AG Greene King 
Plough Inn SO318BT Spirit 
Crusader NG118SG Greene King 
Coach & Horses B369AR Spirit 
Fairham Hotel NG118LT Spirit 
Gedling Inn NG43HL Spirit 
Sunnyside NN27AG Greene King 
Old Colonial NG27RS Spirit 
Raven B346DR Spirit 
Fox OX136RZ Greene King 
Hare OX128RH Greene King 
Plough OX128JW Greene King 

 


